Prototype of Automatic Waste Object Picking Robotic Arm in the Working Room
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ABSTRACT

A robotic arm or robotic arm is a mechanical robot that resembles a human arm programmed with functions similar to a human arm. Robotic arms are widely used in today's modern industrial world. But not many use robotic arms for purposes outside the industrial world. Robots can also be useful for the environment around us, for example, for collecting trash in the workspace. From these problems, the researcher aims to create a prototype tool for a robotic arm that automatically collects garbage objects in the workspace which has several components such as a no-touch sensor to read other sensor data, an ultrasonic sensor to read garbage objects in front of the robotic arm, a proximity sensor to function as a navigation arm. A moving robot, a load cell sensor to determine the weight of a trash object, and a 16x2 LCD to determine the battery percentage, and if the object exceeds a predetermined weight, which is less than 200 grams and functions for a temporary full trash box, the indicator is in the form of a sound buzzer that will sound. This prototype tool can help employees clean their rooms and collect trash at work to make the workspace cleaner and more organized.
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Introduction

Technology is a science that learns about the skills and creativity to create tools to programming methods to help solve various problems and facilitate human work [[1][2]. Experts also have other opinions about technology, mentioning that technology is a collection of tools, rules, and procedures that apply scientific knowledge to a particular work under conditions that allow repetition[3]. One of the technologies now is robots that make much human work easier [4].

The term robot comes from the checkout language “robots” or a worker who never gets tired or bored[5]. A robot is a series of mechanical devices that can perform several activities that replace human tasks in work activities carried out using programs designed using a microcontroller [6][7][7]. Even with the development of modern technology, experts estimate that robots can replace ten jobs that robots will replace in the developmental stage among other journalists and web designers[8]. Researchers have started designing or creating robots based on the shape and model of robots created as needed. Robots consist of two types of robots: robots controlled by human intervention and robots using artificial intelligence. One of the existing types of robots is a robotic arm. The robotic arm can be included in a robot of the artificial intelligence type [[9]. One of the aiAI robots related to waste is a waste transport robot[10][11].

Waste is one of the problems in our environment. In Indonesia, waste every year, always increases recorded by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (KLHK). According to data in 2020, Indonesia produced 32.82 million tons of waste, and this decreased by 33.33% in 2021, when Indonesia produced waste, namely 21.88 million tons of [12][13]. Based on the source, household waste contributed the most piles of waste among other sources, namely 42.23% in 2021 [14][15]. Sometimes in the workroom, there are garbage objects scattered or dropped off our workbenches without us realizing it when working because we are too focused on work, which causes the room to look unsightly and effectively never cleaned[16][17].

The research conducted previously by [18][19][20][21][22]entitled "Design and Build a Prototype Robotic Arm Manipulator Using a Microcontroller-Based Servo Motor", then the research conducted by inspiration [19][20][21][22][23][23] entitled "Waste Transport Robot Using Webcams And Ultrasonic Sensors Based On The Internet Of Things. These two studies were conducted in 2022, and the differences between these two studies are in the selection of sensors and the needs and uses of the robotic arm.

Research [24] entitled "Design and Build a [24][25][25] which took the title "Design and Built a Prototype of Robotic Arm Control (Robotic Arm) as an Internet Of Things Based Goods Transfer". These two studies have differences in the control system, where one uses Android as a robotic arm drive, while the other
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uses IoT, namely the blink application. Continued research [26] entitled "Control of Robotic Arms for the Process of Moving Goods"[13]. This study was created using Arduino uno, plc, and TCS230, which serve as object readers.

Lastly, the study from [27] entitled "Robotic Arm Controller With Smartphone-Based Arduino Microcontroller" used HC-05 sensors, Arduino uno microcontrollers, and servo as drives. To overcome the above problems, a robotic arm was created to transport waste to minimize messy waste in the workspace and help humans work. Later the robot can detect waste around the area that has been determined by the boundary and put it in the garbage box that has been provided.

Research Methods

Stages of Research
The research begins with Literature Studies, Needs Analysis, Device Design, and Device Testing. The research stage of the prototype of the robotic arm taking automatic garbage objects in the workroom can be seen in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Flow of research](image)

Literature Studies
This stage is carried out to gain an understanding of scientific studies on the robotic arm prototype that picks up automatic garbage objects in the workroom. Several studies that have been carried out have used many different types of sensors and control devices, so this literature study will determine the type of sensor, hardware, device design, and device testing that suits the needs of this study [28]–[33].

Needs Analysis
This needs analysis was obtained after conducting a literature study. The analysis is carried out to determine the components that will be used by the system, which can be in the form of hardware or software. This analysis includes the needs of input devices, process devices, and output devices. The input devices needed are a no-touch sensor used to read sensor data before the robotic arm works, an ultrasonic sensor used to read the distance of the object from the robotic arm, a proximity sensor combined with an ultrasonic sensor used to regulate the movement of the robot from the object so that the robotic arm is exactly the stopping point and can distinguish garbage objects and wall objects. Load cell sensor used to determine the weight of garbage objects. The processing device required and used on this prototype is the ESP32 for communication between each sensor. The output device consists of a speaker to find out whether the temporary garbage box has been filled or not and also serves to find out if the object exceeds the predetermined weight of 200 grams and to signal that the temporary garbage box is fully sidelined, a servo motor as a robotic arm drive, 16x2 Lcd as an indicator that all sensors are running well and to find out whether the object was successfully taken or not, relay module to cut off the voltage source if there is a short circuit or fire or there is damage to the electronic device so that the electronic device is not damaged directly.
Device Design

Hardware Design

Hardware planning aims to define the block diagram as a whole. This planning includes selecting the components to be used, determining the layout of the components, selecting sensors, schematic circuits, or component layouts, installing components, and finally, finishing. The hardware used is the components used in this design, namely sensors and the Esp32 microcontroller [34].

Figure 1. Esp32 microcontroller hardware

Designing Tools

At the design stage, this tool has the aim that during the process of making the tool can run well according to what is expected until the end until the tool can be used perfectly as desired. What is being done now is to create a tool design that aims to determine the layout of components so that components can be installed correctly and regularly. Furthermore, a flowchart is needed to design and build this tool. This flowchart aims to design the step-by-step process of this tool to produce the desired results [35].

Figure 2. Flowchart Suite of Tools
How the Tool Works

The "Prototype of the Automatic Waste Object Picking Robotic Arm in the Working Room" uses ultrasonic, Proximity, and Load Cell sensors. The main source is to use Li-Po batteries. The tool works as follows:

1. When the tool is turned on from the Li-Po battery source then, the current and voltage will pass through the module step down, then the tool will work if the no touch has been turned on and wait a few seconds for the sensor to read the read data and wait for the sensor to be ready to work.
2. When all the sensors are ready to eat, the robot will move to patrol and become its navigation using ultrasonic and Proximity sensors simultaneously, which distinguish garbage objects or walls. At the same time, the other ultrasonic sensor serves to read the object's distance from the object, where the robot will approach the garbage object until it is 15-20cm away from the object. After that, the robotic arm will pick up the garbage object.
3. Then the robotic arm will place the object on the load cell sensor and will be measured if the weight is less than 200 grams. The garbage object will be returned and placed in a temporary garbage box.
4. If the temporary garbage box is full, the buzzer will sound marked as a garbage box while fully loaded, and the robot will stop patrolling.

Device Testing

Tests are carried out to ensure whether the device corresponds to the desired result. This test is to determine whether the device is functionally running. The tests carried out include; an UltraSonic sensor, Loadcell sensor, and Proximity sensor combined with an ultrasonic sensor.

Results and Discussion

The result of designing the prototype device for the robotic arm to pick up automatic garbage objects in the workspace.

Ultrasonic Sensor Testing

Suppose the ultrasonic sensor detects a garbage object before the robotic arm. In that case, the robotic arm will approach the object up to 20cm from the garbage object, and the robotic arm will pick up the garbage object[18]. The result of this test is to calculate the time for the robotic arm to move towards the garbage object, a tool used to find the time required using a stopwatch. Ultrasonic sensor testing can be seen in test table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Object reading distance (cm)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Succeed</th>
<th>To no avail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Prototype of Automatic Waste Object Picking Robotic Arm in the Working Room
This ultrasonic sensor test is by the cold, where this robotic arm has a delay in stopping between 1-2 cm before the robotic arm stops to pick up garbage objects.

**Load Cell Sensor Testing**

Testing this load cell sensor, the results are displayed on a 16x2 LCD where if the garbage object is less than 200 grams, the robotic arm will insert the garbage object in the temporary trash box [19]. If the garbage object exceeds 200 grams, the robotic arm will pick up the garbage object and put it to the right side of the robot, which we can see the result of the time required for each load of the garbage object is different, the tool used to find out the required time using a stopwatch. We can see the results in table 2.

**Table 2. Load Cell Sensor Test Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sensor Load Cell</th>
<th>Digital Scales</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Time Succeed</th>
<th>Time Not Succeed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>49 grams</td>
<td>50 grams</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>80 grams</td>
<td>80 grams</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>109 grams</td>
<td>110 grams</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.15 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>139 grams</td>
<td>140 grams</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.16 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>170 grams</td>
<td>170 grams</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.2 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>229 grams</td>
<td>230 grams</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>245 grams</td>
<td>250 grams</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This load cell sensor test is carried out and calibrated using digital scales to make the data real. The difference in results from load cell sensors and digital scales is about 0.2 grams.

**Testing the Merger Between Proximity Sensors and Ultrasonic Sensors**

Proximity sensor testing, combined with ultrasonic sensors, is carried out to find out the difference between garbage objects or walls as navigation for moving robotic arms and the dimensions of garbage objects around the robotic arm. This robotic arm has minimal and maximum dimensions that can be taken by the robotic arm, which is measured using a crossbar to find out each dimension of the garbage object. We can see the results obtained in table 3.

**Table 3. Testing of Proximity Sensors and Ultrasonic Sensors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Weight (grams)</th>
<th>Time Succeed</th>
<th>Time Not Succeed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>0.4 x 0.5 cm</td>
<td>4 seconds</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>0.5 x 1 cm</td>
<td>4 seconds</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>1 x 1.5 cm</td>
<td>4 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1.3 x 1.8 cm</td>
<td>4.05 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1.5 x 2 cm</td>
<td>4.1 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1.8 x 2.3 cm</td>
<td>4.12 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>2.1 x 2.5 cm</td>
<td>4.15 seconds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Testing of proximity sensors combined with ultrasonic sensors is carried out by testing the dimensions of waste objects, which are adjusted to predetermined dimensions based on the table above.

**Conclusion**

The results of testing and analyzing the prototype of the robotic arm picking up garbage objects automatically in the workspace, the robotic arm runs well according to its function. Ultrasonic sensor testing can read garbage objects, while load cell sensors show weight measurements that are by the original weight of the calibrated object using digital scales. Proximity sensors combined with ultrasonic sensors that function as navigation and differentiator of wall objects and dimensions are going well, the robotic arm patrols according to expectations and can distinguish wall objects and knows that the dimensions of garbage objects are by the limitations of the stamping on the robotic arm. For a temporary garbage box to work properly, if the temporary trash box is filled, then a sound buzzer will activate, indicating that the temporary garbage box is full. The robotic arm will stop to patrol. For a 16x2 lcd, it will display all the information needed to know the object's weight, the time of retrieval, and notification of the object whether or not the robotic arm successfully took the object. The error percentage in each sensor has an error percentage of about 1% - 2% for sensor data readings. It is hoped that further research can be developed using the latest generation of raspberries and a webcam as an object reader and its navigation. In future research, it is hoped that the robotic arm can be called using voice.
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